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ABSTRACT
A low cost digital close range photogrammetric system is presented for the acquisition of 3D surface information for efficient large
scale and civil engineering mapping applications. Two GPS antennas are mounted together with two CCD cameras respectively on a
stable bar and are employed for direct determination of camera position and azimuth during imaging process. This paper discusses
the system calibration through a test field of control points. Some key issues about the integrated system such as the relationship
between the GPS antennas and cameras and the achievable accuracy of the system are examined. The use of GPS geo-referrencing of
the cameras, multi-station convergent imaging and simultaneous adjustment are stressed for improving the accuracy and reliability of
3D surface data acquisition.

I INTRODUCTION
2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Since small-format CCD cameras first attracted photogrammetrists' attention in the mid eighties these cameras have
evolved high-resolution, large-area CCD cameras with digital
output. The increase in resolution has resulted in a demand for
greater accuracy and precision requirements for geo-referencing
the camera system. In order to reduce the number of necessary
control targets, position and attitude can be determined by
integrating other information such as GPS and INS data and
applying functional constraints. Obtaining complete, accurate,
and fast description of a 3-D object or environment may not be
possible without such integration.

2.1 Cameras
Two Apple QuickTake I 00 digital cameras are employed.
These cameras take 8 hi-resolution (640 by 480 pixels) 24-bit
color images with a pixel size of 8.75 µ m by 8.75 µ m. Focus
range is from 1.3m to infinity. The principal distance is
approximately 8mm.
2.2 GPS system
Two Trimble 4600LS GPS receivers are used for camera
positioning and one Trimble 4000SSI GPS receiver is used at
base station for relative GPS positioning.

GPS/INS systems has been successfully adopted in aerial
photogrammetry for direct measurement of the exterior
orientation parameters to decrease the amount of ground
controls (Schwarz, 1995). Similarly, more sophisticated systems,
and the methods for their integration have been developed for
digital close range imaging (Li, 1997, Schwarz, 1996). Such
research focuses on the areas of industrial and urban mapping
applications. The system presented here is intended for the
mapping of engineering sites, since civil engineering
construction is a major activity in Hong Kong, and at present
conventional mapping techniques are largely adopted despite its
intrinsic inconvenience and danger on a construction site. It
integrates the positioning technologies of GPS, photogrammetry
and image processing.

This configuration of Cameras/tripods/OPS antennas mounted
on a common stable bar is illustrated as in Figure I .

GPS/ C a rnei-a/Mounting ba1· Configuration

Using such an integrated system, the basic problem is just to
determine the relationship between GPS and camera. This
process is referred to as the system calibration. The adopted
approach is that of self-calibration as reviewed by Fraser ( 1997)

Figure I System configuration

After briefly introducing the system configuration, a simple
self-calibration model and DLT algorithm (Karara, 1989) are
quoted directly. In the experiment analysis section, singlestereopair and multi-image processing and the imaging
configuration are addressed.

3 SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Because it is attempted to directly use the GPS and calibrated
results for camera orientation and location in the future work,
for convenience the self-calibration method is adopted in our
experiment. The following issues need to be considered:
I. The design, location and observation of the controls;
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2. The design and obtaining of the digital stereo pairs and OPS
positions of cameras;

Since the convergence of the least squares solution depends on
the initial values of exterior parameters, a DL T algorithm
(Karara, I 989) is used to provide this information. The DL T
equations with 11 unknowns from which all the camera
parameters can be derived are expressed as Equation (7).

3. The recognition and measurement of the targets images;
4. The mathematical model of camera calibration that used is
the self-calibrating bundle adjustment. After Fraser (1997)
only the kl term is used for radial lens distortion .
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In Equation (1 ), (xO, yO) and f respectively are the principal
point offsets and the principal distance of camera, (~x, ~y) is
the image coordinate correction due to lens distortion, (x, y) and
(X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of image point and its
corresponding object point respectively, (Xs, Ys, Zs) are the
coordinates of the exposure center, and the (ai, bi, ci) i= 1,3 are
respectively the functions of three rotation angles (co,<p,K) :
a 1= COS<p COSK
b I= COSK sin<p sinco + COSCO sinK
CI= -sin<p COSCO COSK + sinK sinco
a2= -cos<p sinK
b2= -sinK sin<p sinco + COSCO COSK
c2= sinK sin<p COSCO + sinco COSK
a3= sin<p
b3= -coscpsinco
c3= COS<p COSCO

}
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These equations result in IO unknown parameters. That means
at least 6 targets are reqiured to provide minimum redundancy
during calibration of one camera. After linearisation, the error
equations of the least squares bundle adjustment are expressed
as following matrix equations :
V=AX-L
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5. The relationship between cameras and OPS antennas.
Following calibration the distances and angles among
cameras and OPS antennas can be considered as fixed values,
They can then be used to reconstruct the imaging geometry
for subsequent photogrammetric intersection.

(4)

z

(5)

M~-- --~----.,--- - - - -X
In Equation (5), x' and y' are the image coordinates computed
by means of approximate values of the parameters according to
the collinearity equations; aii (i=I ,2, j= l, 10) are the partial
derivatives with respect to the 10 unknowns for x and y. Based
on the least square adjustment, the normal equations and their
solution can be obtained as Equation (6).

Figure 2 the relationship between
mapping frame and sensor frame
As illustrated in Figure 2, the relationship between mapping
frame (M-XYZ) and the sensor frame (S-xyz) can be expressed
by six parameters, i.e. 3 rotations and 3 positions, because the
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whole sensor system can be considered as a rigid body. The
GPS observations can yield part of these parameters, and the
differential coordinates between the GPS antennas and the
cameras then can be obtained based on the calibration results (if
the sensor system is leveled). In the future mapping process, the
camera positions are able to compute just based on the GPS
observations and these results

This yields six equations for 5 unknown parameters. The least
squares solution yields the object space coordinates of the
required point.

4 EXPERIMENT
4. 1 Test Data Description
A three dimensional test range of 23 retro-reflective targets was
established on an A-shaped canopy, associating pipe and
background wall. The target array occupies a volume of
approximately 5m by 4m by 4m (depth). The test range is
shown in Figure 3.

If no rotation about the x-axis, then there are only two rotations
between sensor frame and mapping frame, i.e. cp (clockwise
about y-axis) and K (clockwise about z-axis). The rotation
matrix can be expressed as Equation (11 ).
COSq:>COSK
R =[ - cos q:> sinK
sinq:,

sinK
COSK

- sinq:>COSK:
sin q:> sinK

0

cosq:,

(11)

Let the left GPS antenna position as the origin of sensor frame
and its coordinates in the mapping frame as (X 0 , Y0 , Z 0 ) , the
coordinate of any position such as the camera center in sensor
frame as (L'.X, L'. Y, L'.Z). The purpose of calibration is just to
determine these values. If the calibrated coordinates of sensor
position in mapping frame is (X, Y, Z), then the coordinates of
any position in sensor frame can be computed as following
expressions :

Xo:
Y-Yo
[L'L'.Y.X: =R-1[XZ-

L'.Z

(12)

Figure 3 the picture oftest range

Zo

Three stations were positioned by the Trimble GPS system to a
precision of Imm. these stations form the control points from
which all the targets were intersected by means of one second
theodolite (Wild T2). The estimated precision of the target
points was ±5mm.

In the future work, by means of the two GPS observations, the
rotation matrix R can be determined, and the camera position
then can be computed according to above calibrated values. As
the same, the differential rotation between sensor frame and
camera exterior orientation also can be obtained by the
calibration. Thus, based on this differential rotation and the
differential rotation between S-xyz and M-XYZ, the exterior
orientation of camera can be determined at exposure time
without field control.
6.

Forward intersection of any object point corresponding to
their stereo images. This is achieved as follows:

•

Compute the rotated 3 dimensional coordinates of
image points based on the solved camera parameters:

GJ{i ::J f J

The GPS observations for camera location (which were
gathered over a period of I hour for each stereopair by relative
GPS method) were transformed from WGS-84 Cartesian
coordinates to Hong Kong 1980 local coordinates.

•
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Figure 4 Illustration of the control range
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As the inversion of collinearity equations, including
unknown scale factors KI and K2 for each point from the
two conjugate images, giving:
X = Kl XXl+Xs = K2XXr+Xs
Y = Kl X Yl+Ys = K2 X Yr+Ys
Z = Kl X Zl+Zs = K2 X Zr+Zs.

E

}

The accuracy and precision of the geo-referencing process was
evaluated by an experiment. Three stereopairs of the test field
were taken. Of the 23 targets, 12 serve as control information
for the calibration, with the others being used as check points.
The test images were taken from I Om to 15m distance away
with the base line of about 1.1m. Moreover, as illustrated in
Fig.4, the N-axis of the object space coordinate system is
approximately parallel to the camera base. On the other word,
the light ray is nearly parallel to the E-axis. The precision of
image coordinate measurement was about 0.5 pixel.

(14)
The resulting data was processed both as single stereopair and
as multiple stereopairs to examine the potential accuracy and
precision improvement.
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4.2 Single Stereopair Processing
The camera parameters resulting from the self-calibration are
shown in Table I. As the image units used are in pixels and
considering the pixel size is 8.75 µ m, then it's easy to see that
the calibrated camera interior parameters are very closed to
those mentioned in section 2.1.

Para.
fx
fy
x0
y0
Kl

The RMSE is computed based on the check points which are
not included in the calibration process.

4.3 Multi-image Simultaneously Processing
Since the imaging baseline length is limited by the mounting
bar, it is hard to improve the accuracy of spatial intersection
depending on only one stereopair. The same three stereopairs
are then processed simultaneously. The resulting relationships
between GPS and Camera are shown in Table 4.

Table I Camera Parameters
Self-calibration
camera 2
camera I
920.403
916.885
920.403
916.885
326.939
325.119
247.464
239.608
1.829e-7
1.959e-7

.
h.1ps from multistation adjustment (m)
Tabl e 4 Re lat10ns
parameter
station I
station2
station3
DGieftCleft
0.1215
0.1222
0.1205
DGrightCright
0.1720
0.1588
0.1784
DGieftCright
1.1338
1.1689
1.1560
DGrightCieft
1.1269
1.1088
1.0874
DGG
1.1169
1.1365
1.1182
DCC
1.1272
1.1253
1.1072

The relationship between the camera center and GPS antenna
can be determined through distances as shown in Table 2. Only
distance relationships are constant as the bar is moved, rotated
or tilted during the image acquisition. For the purposes of this
experiment, the camera/OPS mounting bar is considered as a
rigid body( even though because the reason of material used, the
bar was still distorted during photography). For further dynamic
mapping purposes, additional sensors for tilt orientation of the
bar maybe needed.

Comparing these results with those of Table 2, the RMSE
(computed from the difference of the offset and its average
value from three stereopairs) of the latter is 0.0108m more less
than that of 0.0175m. Also the accuracy of spatial intersection is
improved evidently as shown by the comparison of Table 3 and
Table 5. For example the relative accuracy of position (N,H)
comparing with the size of object is improved from about 1/31 0
to 1/700, and the relative accuracy of depth is also improved
from 1/180 to 1/1100.

In this experiment, the distance relationship between the
cameras and the GPS antennas in fact are preserved, but the
calibration results and the GPS surveyed results of the three
stereopairs are quite different from each other. This is just a
result of the image coordinate measurement, GPS observations
and the limited control accuracy.
Table 2 Relationship between GPS and camera (m)
parameter
station!
station2
station3
DGieftCleft
0. 139
0.122
0.139
DGrightCright
0.093
0.152
0.160
DGieftCright
1.135
1.161
1.165
DGrightCieft
1.125
1.108
1.075
1.117
1.137
1.118
DGG
1.138
1.117
DCC
1.104
where, D = distance, G = GPS antenna, C = camera
As shown in Table 3, the effect of radial lens distortion is
significant. Inclusion of the Kl parameter results in an
improvement of between 30% and 50% over not using the
parameter. That means that the geometric distortion of current
CCD camera is an important factor what must be considered.
About the effect of higher order terms of lens distortion will be
investigated in the coming experiment. In this experiment the
accuracy of control point coordinates can reach only 5mm and
the accuracy of image coordinates measurement is about half
pixel. Due to the limitation of the camera resolution and the
blurredness effect, even though imaging in the evening to
enhance the background/foreground contrast, the accuracy
improvement of image coordinate measurement is still very
insignificant.
T a bl e3 The accuracy assessment o ca 1 rat10n (m)
DLT
Self-calibration
kl +k2
#
kl
kl+k2+pl+p2
N
0.014
0.014
0.007
0.008
0.008
E
0.054
0.072
0.063
0.053
0.055
H
0.012
0.010
0.009
0.008
0.007

.
T a bl e 5 The accuracy of mu It1stat10n
adjustment (m
RMSE
Case I
Case II
N
E
H

0.0092
0.0250
0.0034

0.0049
0.0091
0.0029

where, in the Case I the three camera stations are in a horizontal
plane, and in another case they are in a vertical plane.

4.4 The Effect of Imaging Configuration on the Accuracy
Because the network configuration is also very important to the
accuracy of intersection, in order to achieve higher mapping
precision by multi-station imaging, careful attention must be
paid to the design of the photogrammetric network (Fraser,
1996). In order to analyze the effect of configuration on the
photogrammetric accuracy, there were two different station
configurations designed. The first one including three
stereopairs is illustrated in Figure 5, in which he height
differences of these three stations were very small, i.e. they
were set almost in a horizontal plane; another group of
convergent images were taken as shown in Figure 6 in this case
the stations were set in a vertical plane. Since ~aking mor;
robust imaging configuration, the accuracy is increased by
about 40% to 60% as shown in Table 5. In such case of
configuration, the relative depth accuracy can reach I : 1100.
From Table 6, it is also easy to see that the baseline/distance
ratio is a very important factor of configuration to the
photogrammetric data quality. To increase the baseline will
cause to decrease the overlap, so in our experiment the largest
convergent angle can be only about 42 degrees. On the other
hand, the distance from object to camera is also the key factor
on mapping accuracy. However because of the limited
dimension of the test site on the building top, such experimental
analysis with respect to the imaging distance has not been done.
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Table6 The effect of baseline/convergence angle on
. 1e-stereopair a d"uustment (m)
the accuracy o f smi
Baseline
1.107
2.762
7.141
Convergence Angle

6

16

42

0.0101

0.0071

0.0061

E

0.0531

0.0252

0.0105

H

0.0081

0.0032

0.0031

N

5 CONCLUSIONS
Using the low cost system designed in our case, since the
baseline/distance ratio is very small, the relative accuracy of
single-stereopair processing is then only about 1/200 to 1/400.
But if better baseline/distance ratio and mutli-stations
adjustment are concerned, this relative accuracy can be
increased to 1/700 to 1/1000. Because of the using of GPS for
geo-referencing purpose, no control targets will be needed in
practice and multi-image with strong configuration can be
obtained conveniently, and through multi-stations simultaneous
bundle adjustment higher accuracy and reliability can be
achieved. It even enables the real-time mapping of complicated
construction site.
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